LIST STATUS REPORT

FOR

BUDGET OFFICE

(Current as of 8:56:12am - Wednesday, June 21, 2006)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 16, ARTICLE X, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE SOUTH CAROLINA TUITION PREPAYMENT PROGRAM MAY NOT ACCEPT NEW PARTICIPANTS, THAT THE PROGRAM SHALL REMAIN IN OPERATION FOR EXISTING PARTICIPANTS, THAT THE STATE SHALL MEET THE OBLIGATIONS TO BENEFICIARIES IF THE TUITION PREPAYMENT PROGRAM FUND CANNOT, AND THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL APPROPRIATE MONEY TO THE FUND TO PAY TUTION AND FEES TO THE INSTITUTION IF THERE IS NOT ENOUGH MONEY IN THE FUND.

12/08/04 Senate Prefiled
12/08/04 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
01/11/05 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-105
01/11/05 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-105
01/27/05 Senate Recalled from Committee on Education SJ-5
01/27/05 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
02/07/06 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-17
02/08/06 Scrivener’s error corrected

A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTIONS 59-4-110 AND 59-4-120 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTEM AND THE SOUTH CAROLINA POLICE OFFICERS RETIREMENT SYSTEM WHO RETURNED TO EMPLOYMENT BEFORE JULY 1, 2005, AND REEMPLOYED RETIREES UNDER THE SOUTH CAROLINA EMPLOYEE RETENTION INCENTIVE PROGRAM (TERI) BEFORE JULY 1, 2005, EACH SHALL RECEIVE BENEFITS AS IF THE PAYROLLDEDUCTION PERIOD FOR THE BENEFIT WAS THE DATE THE EMPLOYEE RETURNED TO EMPLOYMENT.
S 1029 (Rat # 0452) Joint Resolution, By Campsen, McConnell, Martin, Peeler, Bryant, Mescher, Grooms, Hayes, Ryberg, Richardson, Fair, Leatherman, Alexander, Scott, Gregory, Thomas, Courson, O’Dell, Ritchie, Verdin, Leventis, Anderson, Ford and Knotts
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE AN EMINENT DOMAIN STUDY COMMITTEE TO REVIEW THE CONDEMNATION AUTHORITY OF ALL ENTITIES THAT POSSESS THE POWER OF EMINENT DOMAIN IN SOUTH CAROLINA, THE EFFECT OF GOVERNMENTAL POLICY ON THE VALUE AND OWNERSHIP OF PRIVATE PROPERTY, AND THE NEED FOR REVISION OF CURRENT SLUM CLEARANCE AND REDEVELOPMENT USES OF EMINENT DOMAIN; AND TO PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP AND FOR ITS REPORT TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF ITS FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. - ratified title
01/10/06 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-47
01/10/06 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-47
01/11/06 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Gregory (ch), Ford, Elliott, Campsen, Sheheen, Rankin
02/15/06 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary SJ-12
02/16/06 Senate Amended SJ-21
02/16/06 Senate Read second time SJ-21
02/17/06 Senate Scrivener’s error corrected
02/21/06 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-24
02/21/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-129
02/21/06 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-129
05/17/06 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-6
05/24/06 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Edge, Moody-Lawrence, Loftis, Miller, Harvin, Hosey, Viers, Duncan, and Norman HJ-49
05/25/06 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 30, 2006 HJ-67
05/30/06 House Amended HJ-80
05/30/06 House Read second time HJ-85
05/30/06 House Roll call Yeas-77 Nay-22 HJ-85
05/31/06 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments HJ-76
05/31/06 Senate House amendment amended SJ-262
05/31/06 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-262
05/31/06 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-227
05/31/06 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee appointed Gregory, Sheheen, and Campsen
06/14/06 House Conference committee appointed Reps. Harrison, Edge, and Coleman HJ-55
06/14/06 House Conference report received and adopted HJ-234
06/14/06 Senate Conference report adopted SJ-101
06/14/06 House Ordered enrolled for ratification HJ-236
06/14/06 Ratified R 452

S 1031 (Rat # 0453) Joint Resolution, By Campsen, McConnell, Martin, Peeler, Bryant, Mescher, Grooms, Hayes, Ryberg, Richardson, Fair, Leatherman, Alexander, Scott, Gregory, Thomas, Courson, O’Dell, Ritchie, Verdin, Leventis, Ford and Drummond
Similar (S 0980, H 4502)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 13, ARTICLE I OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING TO THE TAKING OF PRIVATE PROPERTY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT PRIVATE PROPERTY MUST NOT BE CONDEMNED BY EMINENT DOMAIN FOR ANY PURPOSE OR BENEFIT INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE PURPOSE OR BENEFIT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, UNLESS THE CONDEMNATION IS FOR PUBLIC USE, EXCEPT THAT IN THE INSTANCE OF THE EXERCISE OF EMINENT DOMAIN FOR THE LIMITED PURPOSE OF REMEDYING BLIGHT, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY MAY PROVIDE FOR THE PRIVATE USE OF CONDEMNED PROPERTY UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS; AND PROPOSING AMENDMENTS TO ARTICLE I, SECTION 17, AND ARTICLE XIV, SECTION 5, RELATING TO TREASON AND THE EXERCISE OF THE POWERS OF EMINENT DOMAIN BY OR WITHIN SUMTER AND CHEROKEE, SPARTANBURG, YORK, FLORENCE, GREENVILLE, CHARLESTON, RICH- LAND, AND LAURENS COUNTIES, SO AS TO DELETE THOSE PROVISIONS. - ratified title
01/10/06 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-48
01/10/06 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-48
01/11/06 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Gregory (ch), Ford, Elliott, Campsen, Sheheen, Rankin
02/02/06 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary SJ-41
02/02/06 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-19
02/02/06 Scrivener’s error corrected
02/07/06 Senate Amended SJ-22
02/07/06 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-22
02/08/06 Scrivener’s error corrected
02/08/06 Senate Amended SJ-25
02/08/06 Senate Read second time SJ-27
02/09/06 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
02/09/06 Scrivener’s error corrected
02/14/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
02/14/06 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-4
05/17/06 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary HJ-5
05/19/06 Scrivener’s error corrected
05/24/06 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Edge, Tripp, Loftis, MA Pitts, Hagood, Duncan, Skelton, Bailey, R Brown, Mitchell, Cato, Mahaffey, Moody-Lawrence, Leach, Pinson, Toole, Hardwick, and Weeks HJ-22
05/25/06 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 30, 2006 HJ-59
05/30/06 House Amended HJ-53
05/30/06 House Read second time HJ-80
05/30/06 House Roll call Yeas-100 Nays-11 HJ-80
05/31/06 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments HJ-769
05/31/06 Senate Scrivener’s error corrected
05/31/06 Senate House amendment amended SJ-265
05/31/06 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-265
05/31/06 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-226
05/31/06 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee appointed Gregory, Sheheen, and Campsen
06/14/06 House Conference committee appointed Reps. Harrison, Edge, and Coleman HJ-56
06/14/06 House Free conference powers granted HJ-224
06/14/06 House Free conference committee appointed Reps. Harrison, Edge, and Coleman HJ-225
06/14/06 House Free conference report received and adopted HJ-226
06/14/06 Senate Free conference powers granted SJ-105
06/14/06 Senate Free conference committee appointed Gregory, Sheheen, and Campsen SJ-105
06/14/06 Senate Free conference report adopted SJ-107
06/14/06 House Ordered enrolled for ratification HJ-233
06/14/06 Ratified R 453

S 1073 General Bill, By O’Dell
Similar (H 4425)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-150-360, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TUITION ASSISTANCE FROM LOTTERY FUNDS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A SPECIFIC AMOUNT AS AN ANNUAL AWARD SUPPLEMENT AND TO PROVIDE FOR CUMULATIVE ADJUSTMENT OF THE AWARD AMOUNT SO AS TO REFLECT INCREASES IN THE HIGHER EDUCATION PRICE INDEX.
01/24/06 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
01/24/06 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-7

S 1080 General Bill, By Sheheen, Martin, Grooms and Bryant
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-1520, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO COMPETITIVE SEALED BIDDING UNDER THE CONSOLIDATED PROCUREMENT CODE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IN MAKING PROCUREMENTS WHICH REQUIRE
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS

BIDDING PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION, SOUTH CAROLINA FIRMS OR SOUTH CAROLINA PRODUCED OR MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS MUST BE AWARDED A TWENTY PERCENT PREFERENCE OVER OUT-OF-STATE FIRMS OR PRODUCTS, AND AMERICAN FIRMS OR AMERICAN PRODUCED OR MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS MUST BE AWARDED A TWENTY PERCENT PREFERENCE OVER FOREIGN FIRMS OR PRODUCTS.

01/25/06 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
01/25/06 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-3

S 1093 General Bill, By Hayes and Hawkins

Similar (H 4353)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 6, CHAPTER 111, TITLE 59, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ONE-HALF TUITION FOR MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA NATIONAL GUARD, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A FULL TUITION EXEMPTION FOR CERTAIN MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA NATIONAL GUARD PURSUANT TO CERTAIN CONDITIONS AND TO DEFINE TUITION.

01/31/06 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
01/31/06 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-7

02/09/06 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-6

S 1094 (Rat # 0278, Act # 0264) General Bill, By Leatherman, Alexander, Ryberg and Knotts

AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 9-16-370 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE SHALL DEFEND THE MEMBERS OF THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM INVESTMENT COMMISSION AND COMMISSION OFFICERS AND MANAGEMENT EMPLOYEES AGAINST A CLAIM OR SUIT BASED ON THE PERFORMANCE OF THEIR OFFICIAL DUTIES, TO REQUIRE THE STATE TO INDEMNIFY THEM FOR A LOSS OR JUDGMENT INCURRED BY THEM FOR A CLAIM OR SUIT BROUGHT AGAINST THEM IN THEIR OFFICIAL OR INDIVIDUAL CAPACITIES, OR BOTH, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THEIR DEFENSE AND INDEMNIFICATION AFTER THEY LEAVE MEMBERSHIP ON OR EMPLOYMENT BY THE COMMISSION IF THE CLAIM OR SUIT ARISES BASED ON THE PERFORMANCE OF THEIR OFFICIAL DUTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-1310, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE DUTIES OF THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD AND THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM INVESTMENT COMMISSION WITH RESPECT TO THE VARIOUS STATE RETIREMENT SYSTEMS AND INVESTMENTS ALLOWED FOR THE FUNDS OF THESE SYSTEMS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR ADDITIONAL INVESTMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-1340, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CONFLICT OF INTEREST PROVISIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM INVESTMENT COMMISSION, SO AS TO CONFORM THE PROVISIONS TO THE NATIONAL GUARD RETIREMENT SYSTEM; TO AMEND SECTION 9-10-60, RELATING TO THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD’S RESPONSIBILITIES WITH RESPECT TO THE NATIONAL GUARD RETIREMENT SYSTEM AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST PROVISIONS FOR THAT SYSTEM, SO AS TO CONFORM THESE RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE MANNER OF OPERATION OF THE OTHER STATE RETIREMENT SYSTEMS AND TO DELETE REDUNDANT PROVISIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 9-16-360, RELATING TO STANDARDS OF CONDUCT FOR FIDUCIARIES WITH RESPECT TO THE STATE RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, SO AS FURTHER TO DEFINE “INDIRECT INTEREST” AND TO ALLOW THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM INVESTMENT COMMISSION TO WAIVE THESE STANDARDS BY CONTRACT WITH CERTAIN FIDUCIARIES.

01/31/06 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
01/31/06 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-7
03/29/06 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-12
03/30/06 Scrivener’s error corrected
04/04/06 Senate Amended SJ-59
04/05/06 Scrivener’s error corrected
04/05/06 Senate Read second time SJ-30
04/05/06 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative day SJ-30

04/06/06 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-6
04/13/06 HouseIntroduced and read first time HJ-11
04/13/06 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-12
04/18/06 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-25
04/19/06 House Read second time HJ-16
04/20/06 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-29
04/27/06 Ratified R 278
05/02/06 Signed By Governor
05/04/06 Copies available
05/04/06 Effective date 05/02/06
05/09/06 Act No. 264

S 1135 Joint Resolution, By Thomas

A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ALLOW PALMETTOPRIDE TO PRESENT A TROPHY TO THE WINNER OF THE ANNUAL CLEMSON UNIVERSITY-UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA FOOTBALL GAME.

02/08/06 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without reference SJ-9
02/09/06 Senate Read second time
02/09/06 Scrivener’s error corrected

S 1137 General Bill, By Lourie, Peeler, McGill, Leventis, Rankin, Hayes, Malloy, Pinckney, Courson, Patterson, Ford, Short, Drummond, Elliott, Land, Setzler and Thomas

A BILL TO ENACT THE “NURSE FACULTY SCHOLARS ACT”, BY AMENDING THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING ARTICLES 4 AND 8 TO CHAPTER 33, TITLE 40 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH CAROLINA NURSING SCHOLARS COMMISSION AND TO PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP, POWERS, AND DUTIES, INCLUDING OVERSEEING THE NURSING FACULTY SCHOLARS PROGRAM, WHICH PROVIDES SCHOLARSHIP LOANS TO NURSES TO OBTAIN BACCAULÆREATE AND MASTERS DEGREES IN NURSING, AND WHICH PROVIDES FOR LOAN FORGIVENESS IF SUCH STUDENTS TEACH NURSING IN THE STATE; AND TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH CAROLINA CENTER FOR PROFESSIONAL NURSE RETENTION AND RECRUITMENT, TO ADDRESS ISSUES CONCERNING RECRUITMENT, RETENTION, AND UTILIZATION OF PROFESSIONAL NURSE MANPOWER RESOURCES, TO ESTABLISH A BOARD OF DIRECTORS FOR THE CENTER AND TO PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERS, POWERS, AND DUTIES, AND TO ESTABLISH A HIGHER EDUCATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE AND A NURSE MANPOWER UTILIZATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND TO PROVIDE FOR THEIR MEMBERS.

02/09/06 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
02/09/06 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-6

S 1149 Resolution, By Martin

A SENATE RESOLUTION CONGRATULATING TOMMY PRESTON, JR. OF CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS ELECTION AS STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS DURING HIS TERM AND IN HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.

02/15/06 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10

S 1218 General Bill, By Alexander, Martin and Sheheen

Similar (H 4662)
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 1377 OF 1968, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF STATE CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT BONDS, SO AS TO REALLOCATE AND RENAME BOND AUTHORIZATIONS FOR CLEMSON UNIVERSITY.

03/07/06 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
03/07/06 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-3
05/05/06 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: O’Dell (ch), Peeler, Reese, Short, Fair, Verdin

S 1310 Concurrent Resolution, By Courson

A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION CONGRATULATING THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA MEN’S BASKETBALL TEAM ON THEIR SECOND
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, SO AS TO ENACT THE “INDUSTRY PARTNERS ACT” BY ADDING SECTION 13-17-88 PROVIDING FOR A TARGET PROGRAM OF EXCELLENCE WITHIN EACH OF THE THREE SOUTH CAROLINA RESEARCH INNOVATION CENTERS AND TO FOCUS ON THE APPLICATION, DEVELOPMENT, AND COMMERCIALIZATION OF THE BASIC RESEARCH BEING UNDERTAKEN BY THE CENTERS, FOR FUNDING OF THE PROGRAMS WITH A VIEW TOWARD ATTRACTING INDUSTRY PARTNERS IN THEIR EFFORTS, FOR AN INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIP FUND OFFERING TAX CREDITS TO CONTRIBUTORS TOWARD THE EFFORTS, AND ADMINISTRATION AND IMPLEMENTATION BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA RESEARCH AUTHORITY; BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3585 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE PARAMETERS OF THE STATE INCOME TAX, INSURANCE PREMIUM TAX, OR LICENSE FEE CREDIT FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIP FUND; TO AMEND SECTION 13-17-40, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA RESEARCH AUTHORITY, SO AS TO ADD THE DIRECTOR OF THE SAVANNAH RIVER NATIONAL LABORATORY TO THE BOARD AND TO PROVIDE FOR AN EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AND DIRECTOR; TO AMEND SECTION 13-17-83, RELATING TO THE OPERATION OF EXISTING RESEARCH PARKS SO AS TO ALLOW, BUT NOT REQUIRE, THE STATE RESEARCH DIVISION TO OPERATE THEM; AND TO AMEND SECTION 13-17-87, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA RESEARCH INNOVATION CENTERS, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE SCRIC TO FINANCE QUALIFIED COMPANIES, AND TO CLARIFY MATTERS OF LOCATION OF CENTERS AND APPOINTMENT OF DIRECTORS.

S 1350 General Bill, By Ritchie and Gregory

A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 42-1-455 SO AS TO DIRECT THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE TO ESTABLISH GUIDELINES FOR, CREATE, AND MAINTAIN A WEBSITE ON WHICH INSURANCE COMPANIES WILL PROVIDE AND THE DEPARTMENT SHALL POST THE IDENTITIES OF SUBCONTRACTORS WHO TERMINATE THEIR WORKERS’ COMPENSATION INSURANCE COVERAGE.

S 1391 General Bill, By Pinckney

A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-150-370, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO HOPE SCHOLARSHIPS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOLARSHIP BE AUTOMATICALLY FUNDED FROM THE GENERAL FUND TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED TO PROVIDE THE SCHOLARSHIP TO ALL ELIGIBLE RECIPIENTS.

S 1431 General Bill, By Jackson, Knotts, Ford, McGill, Scott and O’Dell

A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING ARTICLE 18 TO CHAPTER 1, TITLE 1, SO AS TO REQUIRE A PERSON TO HAVE A FOUR YEAR DEGREE FROM AN ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING TO HOLD OFFICE AS GOVERNOR, LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR, SECRETARY OF STATE, ATTORNEY GENERAL, TREASURER, SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION, COMPTROLLER GENERAL, COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE, OR ADJUTANT GENERAL.

S 1461 General Bill, By Reese

A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 59-150-185 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE PURCHASER OF A LOTTERY TICKET CHOOSE THAT PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OF THE TICKET TO HIM BE DESIGNATED TOWARD K-12 OR TO HIGHER EDUCATION; TO AMEND SECTION 59-150-190 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE LOTTERY RETAILER MAINTAIN SEPARATE ACCOUNTS FOR THE PROCEEDS SO AS TO REFLECT THE CHOSEN OPTIONS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 59-150-350, RELATING TO MANAGEMENT OF THE EDUCATION LOTTERY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE LOTTERY PROCEEDS BE SEGREGATED BETWEEN THOSE DESIGNATED AT PURCHASE TO K-12 OR HIGHER EDUCATION.

H 3228 General Bill, By Leach and Huggins

A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 8-11-81 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL TO PAY A PREMIUM FOR THE PREPAID LEGAL INSURANCE OF A STATE EMPLOYEE BY MEANS OF PAYROLL DEDUCTION AND TO PROVIDE THE CONDITIONS APPLICABLE WITH RESPECT TO THE PAYROLL DEDUCTION.

H 3681 General Bill, By Weeks, G. Brown, J.H. Neal, G.M. Smith and Coates

A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 59-53-75 SO AS TO ALLOW THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA-SUMTER TO OFFER FOUR-YEAR DEGREES CONTINGENT ON FUNDING; AND TO AMEND SECTION 11-41-30, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE STATE GENERAL OBLIGATION ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BOND ACT, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF “PROJECT” TO INCLUDE THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA-SUMTER FOR THE PURPOSE OF IMPLEMENTATION OF ITS FOUR-YEAR DEGREES.
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 28-2-20, 28-2-30, AND 28-2-60, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, ALL RELATING TO "PUBLIC PURPOSE" IN CONNECTION WITH THE EXERCISE OF EMINENT DOMAIN, SO AS TO EXPRESS THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY'S INTENT AS TO DETERMINATION OF A PUBLIC NEED JUSTIFYING THE EXERCISE OF EMINENT DOMAIN, TO DEFINE "PUBLIC PURPOSE" AND "PUBLIC USE", AND TO CONFORM A REFERENCE.

11/16/05 House Prefiled
11/16/05 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
01/10/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
11/16/05 House Prefiled
11/16/05 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
01/10/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
11/16/05 House Prefiled
11/16/05 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
01/10/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-26
01/10/06 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-19
01/10/06 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary}

A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, SO AS TO ENACT THE "IDENTITY THEFT PROTECTION ACT", BY ADDING CHAPTER 20 TO TITLE 37 PROVIDING FOR PROTECTIONS IN CONNECTION WITH CONSUMER CREDIT-REPORTING AGENCIES AND WITH THE USE AND COMMUNICATION OF A CONSUMER'S SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER, IMPOSITION OF A SECURITY FREEZE ON A CONSUMER'S CREDIT REPORT, PRESCRIPTION OF MEASURES FOR DISPOSAL OF PERSONAL IDENTIFYING INFORMATION AND DISCLOSURE OF UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS TO PERSONAL IDENTIFYING INFORMATION, AND CIVIL DAMAGES, INCLUDING ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF; BY REDesignating THE FAMILY PRIVACY PROTECTION ACT OF CHAPTER 2, TITLE 30, AS ARTICLE 1 AND BY ADDING ARTICLE 3 PROVIDING FOR PROTECTION OF PERSONAL IDENTIFYING INFORMATION PRIVACY IN CONNECTION WITH A PUBLIC BODY AND ITS USE AND COMMUNICATION OF A RESIDENT'S SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER, PRESCRIPTION FOR DISCLOSURE OF SOCIAL SECURITY INFORMATION AND IDENTIFYING INFORMATION, INCLUDES CREDIT TO AVOID LEGAL CONSEQUENCES, OR TO OBTAIN EMPLOYMENT, AND TO PROVIDE, FOR EXCEPTIONS, TO FURNISH CERTAIN INFORMATION IN REGARD TO THIS REQUIREMENT.

11/16/05 House Prefiled
11/16/05 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
01/10/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-27
01/10/06 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-27
11/16/05 House Prefiled
11/16/05 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
01/10/06 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-19
01/10/06 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary}

A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 59-101-435 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING WITH TUITION AND FEES FOR THE 2007 FALL SEMESTER, TUITION AND FEES FOR IN-STATE UNDERGRADUATES AT STATE-SUPPORTED HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS MAY NOT BE INCREASED MORE THAN THE PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN THE PREVIOUS YEAR'S HIGHER EDUCATION PRICE INDEX, TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS, AND TO REQUIRE THE COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION TO FURNISH CERTAIN INFORMATION IN REGARD TO THIS REQUIREMENT.

11/16/05 House Prefiled
11/16/05 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
01/10/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-27
01/10/06 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-27
11/16/05 House Prefiled
11/16/05 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
01/10/06 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-19
01/10/06 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary}

A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 48-52-690 TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA ENERGY EFFICIENCY ACT SO AS TO REQUIRE THE APPLICATION OF "GREEN BUILDING" OR COMPARABLE STANDARDS OR MEASURES OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND ENERGY CONSERVATION, WITH LIMITATIONS TO BUILDINGS OF MORE THAN TEN MILLION DOLLARS AND EXEMPTIONS OF CERTAIN STATE-FUNDED STRUCTURES.

11/16/05 House Prefiled
11/16/05 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
01/10/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
01/10/06 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry HJ-28
01/10/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
02/01/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mitchell, Bowers
02/15/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ballentine
02/21/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ceips, Scarborough
03/22/06 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor, Commerce and Industry HJ-2
03/23/06 Scrivener's error corrected
03/27/06 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, April 4, 2006 HJ-15
03/30/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cotty
04/05/06 House Amended HJ-16
04/05/06 House Read second time HJ-20
04/06/06 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-18
04/11/06 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9

01/10/06 House Prefiled
01/10/06 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-21
01/17/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Haley
04/05/06 HOUSE
04/06/06 HOUSE
04/11/06 SENATE
H 4320 General Bill, By McGee, Altman, G.M. Smith, Coates, Norman, Simrill and Kirsh  
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 59-117-95 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING WITH THE FALL 2006 SEMESTER, THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA-COLUMBIA MUST ADMIT AS ENTERING FIRST-YEAR FRESHMEN ENROLLED ON A FULL-TIME BASIS AT LEAST FOUR THOUSAND STUDENTS, EIGHTY PERCENT OR MORE OF WHOM MUST QUALIFY FOR IN-STATE TUITION, AND TO DEFINE “FULL TIME” FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS SECTION. 
11/16/05 House Prefiled  
11/16/05 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works  
01/10/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-29  
01/10/06 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works HJ-29  
01/17/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Coates, Norman, Simrill, Kirsh  

H 4353 General Bill, By E.H. Pitts, Anthony, Bailey, Littlejohn, Altman, Cobb-Hunter, Clyburn, Vick, Limehouse, Duncan, M.A. Pitts, Scarborough, Clark, Harrison, Coates, Taylor, R. Brown, J.E. Smith, Ballentine, Funderburk, Ceips, Umphlett, Hardwick, J. Brown, Simrill, Toole and Mahaffey  
Similar (S 1093)  
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 6, CHAPTER 111, TITLE 59, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ONE-HALF TUITION FOR MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA NATIONAL GUARD, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A FULL TUITION EXEMPTION FOR CERTAIN MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA NATIONAL GUARD PURSUANT TO CERTAIN CONDITIONS AND TO DEFINE TUITION. 
12/07/05 House Prefiled  
12/07/05 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means  
01/10/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-41  
01/10/06 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-42  
01/10/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Limehouse, Duncan, M.A.Pitts, Scarborough, Clark, Harrison, Coates, Taylor, R.Brown  
01/17/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.J.Smith, Ballentine, Funderburk  
01/18/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ceips, Umphlett  
01/19/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hardwick  
01/24/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: J.Brown, Simrill  
01/25/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole  
02/01/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mahaffey  

H 4357 General Bill, By Townsend, Bailey, Altman, Kirsh and Clark  
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-13-15, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DELINQUENT ASSISTANCE FROM LOTTERY FUNDS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A SPECIFIC AMOUNT AS AN ANNUAL AWARD SUPPLEMENT AND TO PROVIDE FOR CUMULATIVE ADJUSTMENT OF THE AWARD AMOUNT SO AS TO REFLECT INCREASES IN THE HIGHER EDUCATION PRICE INDEX. 
01/12/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22  
01/12/06 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-22  

H 4393 Joint Resolution, By Taylor, Duncan and M.A. Pitts  
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH A COMMITTEE TO STUDY A STEP INCREASE COMPENSATION PLAN FOR STATE EMPLOYEES, TO PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP AND DUTIES, AND TO REQUIRE THE COMMITTEE TO MAKE A REPORT OF ITS FINDINGS WITH RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND THE GOVERNOR. 
01/10/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-43  
01/10/06 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-51  

H 4425 General Bill, By Thompson, White, Martin and Townsend  
Similar (S 1073)  
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-150-360, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TUITION ASSISTANCE ENTITIES, THE LEASED PORTION OF THE PROPERTY IS EXEMPT FROM PROPERTY TAX. - ratified title  
01/12/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22  
01/12/06 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-23  
04/20/06 House Committee report: Favorable Ways and Means HJ-7  
04/25/06 House Read second time HJ-79  
04/26/06 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-19  
04/26/06 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7  
04/26/06 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-7  
05/05/06 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hayes (ch), Land, Courson, Matthews, Grooms, Richardson  
05/17/06 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-11  
05/31/06 Senate Read second time SJ-134  
06/01/06 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-38  
06/07/06 Ratified R 416  
06/09/06 Signed By Governor  
06/16/06 Copies available  
06/16/06 Effective date See Act for Effective Date  

H 4426 (Rat # 0416) General Bill, By Thompson and Martin  
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT WHEN AN ENTITY EXEMPT FROM PROPERTY TAX AS A NONPROFIT CORPORATION FUNDED BY FEDERAL OR STATE LOANS OR AS A RELIGIOUS, CHARITABLE, ELEemosynary, EDUCATIONAL, OR LITERARY ORGANIZATION LEASES PROPERTY OWNED BY IT TO SIMILARLY PROPERTY TAX EXEMPT ENTITIES, THE LEASED PORTION OF THE PROPERTY IS EXEMPT FROM PROPERTY TAX. - ratified title  
01/12/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22  
01/12/06 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-23  
04/20/06 House Committee report: Favorable Ways and Means HJ-7  
04/25/06 House Read second time HJ-79  
04/26/06 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-19  
04/26/06 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7  
04/26/06 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-7  
05/05/06 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hayes (ch), Land, Courson, Matthews, Grooms, Richardson  
05/17/06 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-11  
05/31/06 Senate Read second time SJ-134  
06/01/06 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-38  
06/07/06 Ratified R 416  
06/09/06 Signed By Governor  
06/16/06 Copies available  
06/16/06 Effective date See Act for Effective Date  

A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 42-1-180 SO AS TO DEFINE “PROFESSIONAL SPORTS TEAM PLAYER” FOR PURPOSES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA WORKERS’ COMPENSATION ACT; BY ADDING SECTION 42-1-378 SO AS TO ELIMINATE CONCURRENT JURISDICTION BETWEEN THE SOUTH CAROLINA WORKERS’ COMPENSATION ACT AND THE FEDERAL EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY ACT, THE LONGSHORE AND HARBOR WORKERS’ COMPENSATION ACT, OR ANY OF ITS EXTENSIONS, AND THE JONES ACT; BY ADDING SECTION 42-7-315 SO AS TO PROVIDE...
FOR THE ORDERLY DISSOLUTION OF THE SECOND INJURY FUND AND TO PROVIDE FOR SUBSEQUENT ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN BY THE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD RELATING TO THE WINDING DOWN OF OPERATIONS OF THE FUND; BY ADDING SECTION 42-15-85 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE BURDEN OF PROOF IS ON THE EMPLOYEE, AND TO PROVIDE HOW CAUSATION IN MEDICALLY COMPLEX WORKERS’ COMPENSATION CASES MUST BE PROVEN, TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION, AND TO DEFINE “EXPERT WITNESS” FOR PURPOSES OF THIS SECTION; BY AMENDING SECTION 38-55-530, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS AS USED IN OMNIBUS INSURANCE FRAUD AND REPORTING IMMUNITY ACT, SO AS TO FURTHER DEFINE “FALSE STATEMENT AND MISREPRESENTATION”; BY AMENDING SECTION 38-55-540, RELATING TO CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR MAKING FALSE STATEMENTS OR MISREPRESENTATIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE REVISED CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR MAKING FALSE STATEMENTS OR MISREPRESENTATIONS IN CONNECTION WITH AN INSURANCE TRANSACTION; BY AMENDING SECTION 38-55-560, RELATING TO THE INSURANCE FRAUD DIVISION BY THE OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE ATTORNEY GENERAL TO HIRE A FORENSIC ACCOUNTANT; BY AMENDING SECTION 42-1-160, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE DEFINITIONS OF “INJURY”, “PERSONAL INJURY”, SO AS TO FURTHER DEFINE THESE TERMS; BY AMENDING SECTION 42-1-360, RELATING TO EXEMPTION OF CASUAL EMPLOYEES AND CERTAIN OTHER EMPLOYMENTS FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA WORKERS’ COMPENSATION LAW, SO AS TO INCLUDE “PROFESSIONAL SPORTS TEAM PLAYER” IN THE EXEMPTION; BY AMENDING SECTION 42-3-20, RELATING TO THE MEMBERSHIP TERMS OF OFFICE, VACANCIES, AND DUTIES OF THE WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COMMISSION, SO AS TO INCREASE THE COMMISSION’S MEMBERSHIP AND REVISE THE PROCEDURE FOR HEARING CONTESTED CASES; BY AMENDING SECTION 42-9-30, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION AND THE PERIOD OF DISABILITY FOR CERTAIN INJURIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE DEFINITION OF “PERMANENT MEDICAL IMPAIRMENT”; BY AMENDING SECTION 42-9-60, RELATING TO COMPENSATION THAT IS NOT ALLOWED WHEN INJURY OR DEATH IS CAUSED BY INTOXICATION OR WILFUL INTENTION OF EMPLOYEE, SO AS TO EXCLUDE FROM COMPENSATION受けた場合, INJURIES CAUSED BY THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL OR ILLEGAL DRUGS; BY AMENDING SECTION 42-9-360, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ASSIGNMENTS OF COMPENSATION AND THE EXEMPTIONS FROM CLAIMS OF CREDITORS AND TAXES, SO AS TO MAKE CLAIMS FOR COMPENSATION NOT SUBJECT TO ASSIGNMENT; BY AMENDING SECTION 42-11-10, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF “OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE”, SO AS TO FURTHER DEFINE THIS TERM; BY AMENDING SECTION 42-15-60, RELATING TO MEDICAL TREATMENT AND SUPPLIES BEING FURNISHED AND AN EMPLOYEE’S REFUSAL TO ACCEPT TREATMENT, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE TERMINATION OF THE EMPLOYER’S OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MEDICAL BENEFITS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; BY AMENDING SECTION 42-15-80, RELATING TO PRIVILEGED INFORMATION COMMUNICATED AT EMPLOYEE EXAMINATIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PHYSICIAN, SURGEON, OR OTHER HEALTH CARE PROVIDER, WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF THE EMPLOYEE, MAY DISCUSS AND COMMUNICATE AN EMPLOYEE’S MEDICAL HISTORY, DIAGNOSIS, CAUSATION, COURSE OF TREATMENT, PROGNOSIS, WORK RESTRICTIONS, AND IMPAIRMENTS WITH THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE INSURANCE CARRIER, THE EMPLOYER, THE EMPLOYEE, THEIR ATTORNEY, THE REHABILITATION PROFESSIONAL, OR THE COMMISSION; BY AMENDING SECTION 42-15-90, RELATING TO FEES OF ATTORNEYS AND PHYSICIANS AND HOSPITAL CHARGES APPROVED BY THE COMMISSION, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE ATTORNEY’S FEES FOR REPRESENTING AN EMPLOYEE BEFORE THE COMMISSION; BY AMENDING SECTION 42-15-95, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO WORKERS’ COMPENSATION CLAIMS AND THE DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION BY HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS, SO AS TO DEFINE “MEDICAL AND VOCATIONAL INFORMATION”, TO PROVIDE THAT ALL MEDICAL AND VOCATIONAL INFORMATION INSTEAD OF ALL INFORMATION COMPILIED BY A HEALTH CARE FACILITY OR PROVIDER BE PROVIDED WITHIN A CERTAIN TIME, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE MANNER OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE HEALTH CARE PROVIDER AND THE EMPLOYER IS NOT LIMITED IF THE INFORMATION IS RELATED TO A WORKERS’ COMPENSATION CLAIM; AND BY AMENDING SECTION 42-17-90, RELATING TO THE REVIEW OF AN AWARD ON CHANGE OF A CONDITION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IN OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE CASES, A REVIEW MUST NOT BE MADE AFTER TWELVE MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THE LAST PAYMENT OF BENEFITS.

01/12/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-23
01/12/06 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry HJ-25
01/17/06 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Toole
01/18/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: White
02/08/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thompson
02/14/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mitchell
02/21/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bowers
03/15/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mahaffey
03/15/06 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor, Commerce and Industry HJ-96
03/15/06 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Bowers
03/16/06 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Bowers
03/16/06 House Requests for debate-Rep(s): Chellis, Thompson, Weeks, Sandifer, Emory, Cotty, Cato, Leach, Hamilton, Bannister, Scarborough, Davenport, Hiott, Skelton, Mahaffey, Coates, JC Neal, Howard, Jefferson, and Dantzler HJ-22
03/16/06 House Member(s) request name corrected: Scrivener’s error corrected
03/22/06 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, April 4, 2006 HJ-23
04/05/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hagood, Cotty
04/05/06 House Amended HJ-32
04/05/06 House Read second time HJ-90
04/05/06 House Roll call Yeas-92 Nays-16 HJ-90
04/06/06 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-41
04/06/06 House Scrivener’s error corrected
04/11/06 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
04/11/06 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
04/11/06 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Martin (ch), Ford, Rankin, Elliott, Hutto, Ritchie, Bryant, Louie

H 4433 Joint Resolution, By Skelton and Harrell
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO WAIVE THE PAYMENT OF EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTEM AND THE SOUTH CAROLINA POLICE OFFICERS RETIREMENT SYSTEM, AS APPLICABLE, FOR STATE GOVERNMENT TERI PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS AND RETIREEs OF THOSE TWO SYSTEMS WHO WERE IN COVERAGE AT THE END OF THE BASE PERIOD, TO DEFINE “BASE PERIOD” AND “EMPLOYEE”, AND TO REQUIRE THE EMPLOYER OF THE EMPLOYEES ELIGIBLE FOR THIS WAIVER TO MAKE THE EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS ON BEHALF OF THE EMPLOYEE.

01/17/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
01/17/06 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-3

AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING ARTICLE 11 TO CHAPTER 36 OF TITLE 12, RELATING TO THE SALES TAX, SO AS TO IMPOSE AN ADDITIONAL ONE PERCENT SALES AND USE TAX; TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-910, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO SALES TAXES GENERALLY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE SALES TAX ON UNPREPARED FOOD IS THREE PERCENT AND TO PROVIDE FOR CERTAIN GENERAL FUND TRANSFERS TO THE EDUCATION IMPROVEMENT ACT FUND FOR EACH FISCAL YEAR TO OFFSET ELA REVENUES LOST AS A RESULT OF THE REDUCED SALES TAX ON THE SALE OF UNPREPARED FOOD; TO ADD SECTION 11-11-155 SO AS TO CREATE THE HOUS MENT EXEMPTION FUND, TO PROVIDE FOR THE OPERATION OF THE FUND, AND PROVIDE FOR THE TRANSFER INTO THE FUND OF THE ADDITIONAL ONE PERCENT SALES TAX REVENUES PROVIDED FOR ABOVE AND CERTAIN OTHER FUNDS; TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE AN ADDITIONAL EXEMPTION EQUAL TO ONE HUNDRED PERCENT OF THE FAIR MARKET VALUE OF OWNER- OCCUPIED RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY FROM THE PROPE RTY TAX IMPOSED FOR SCHOOL OPERATING PURPOSES, TO PROVIDE THAT THIS EXEMPTION WITH CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS DOES NOT APPLY WITH RESPECT TO PROPERTY TAX IMP OSED FOR PAYMENT OF GENERAL OBLIGATION DEBT, AND TO REQUIRE A TWO-THIRDS VOTE OF THE MEMBERSHIP OF EACH HOUSE TO DELETE OR REDUCE THIS EXEMPTION; TO AMEND SECTION 11-11-150, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF CERTAIN STATE TAX REVENUES INCLUDING THOSE FOR THE TRUST FUND FOR TAX RELIEF, TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-251, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE TRUST FUND FOR TAX RELIEF AND REIMBURSEMENTS TO SCHOOL DIS TRicts FROM THIS TRUST FUND; TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-270, RELATING TO REIMBURSEMENTS TO POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS AS A RESULT OF THE HOMESTEAD PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION FOR PERSONS SIXTY-FIVE AND OVER, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES TO THESE SECTIONS TO REFL ECT THE REDIRECTION OF CERTAIN STATE REVENUES AS A RESULT OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION FUND IN SECTION 11-11-155 ABOVE; TO REPEAL SECTION 12-37-223A ALLOWING COUNTIES TO LIMIT PROPERTY TAX VALUATION INCREASES; TO SUSPEND THE IMPOSITION OF SALES, USE, AND CASUAL EXCISE TAXES TO OTHERWISE TAXABLE EVENTS OCCURRING ON NOVEMBER 24 AND 25, 2006, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS; TO ADD SECTION 11-11-156 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER, AMOUNT, AND CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH REVENUES OF THE HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION FUND SHALL BE DISTRIBUTED TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND FOR CERTAIN OTHER PURPOSES; TO AMEND SECTION 6-1-320, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE LIMITATIONS ON MILLAGE INCREASES, SO AS TO REVISE THESE LIMITATIONS AND THE MANNER IN WHICH EXCEPTIONS MAY BE APPROVED, COMPUTED, AND IMPLEMENTED; TO PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH REFERENDUMS MAY BE HELD AT THE SAME TIME AS THE 2006 GENERAL ELECTION AS TO WHETHER OR NOT THE IMPOSITION OF A LOCAL OPTION SALES TAX IN A COUNTY SHOULD BE REPEALED; TO AMEND TITLE 12, BY ADDING ARTICLE 25 TO CHAPTER 37, ENACTING THE "SOUTH CAROLINA PROPERTY TAX VALUATION REFORM ACT"; SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A VALUATION OF REAL PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF THE PROPERTY TAX THAT LIMITS THE INCREASE IN TAXABLE VALUE NOT TO EXCEED FIFTEEN PERCENT OVER A FIVE-YEAR PERIOD UNLESS AN ASSESSABLE TRANSFER OF INTEREST OCCURS; TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CLASSIFICATIONS OF PROPERTY FOR THE PROPERTY TAX, SO AS TO FURTHER PROVIDE HOW FAIR MARKET VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY SHALL BE DETERMINED; TO AMEND SECTION 6-1-50, RELATING TO FINANCIAL REPORTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE SUBMISSION OF ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORTS TO THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD, OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND STATISTICS, ECONOMIC RESEARCH SECTION AND TO PROVIDE SUBMISSION AND COMPLIANCE CRITERIA FOR THESE REPORTS; TO AMEND SECTION 12-60-2510, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX NOTICES, SO AS TO ALLOW THAT IN YEARS IN WHICH THERE IS NO NOTICE OF A PROPERTY TAX ASSESSMENT, A TAXPAYER MAY PROTEST THE ASSESSMENT VALUE NINETY DAYS AFTER THE TAX NOTICE IS MAILED AND TO MAKE A CONFORMING AMENDMENT; TO AMEND CHAPTER 10, TITLE 4 BY ADDING ARTICLE 7 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH LOCAL OPTION SALES AND USE TAXES MAY BE IMPOSED FOR LOCAL PROPERTY TAX CREDITS INCLUDING THE REQUIREMENT OF A REFERENDUM; TO PROVIDE THAT THE SALES TAX EXEMPTIONS IN SECTION 12-36-2120 SHALL BE REVIEWED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AT LEAST BY 2010 AND AT LEAST EVERY TEN YEARS THEREAFTER, TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-670, RELATING TO LISTING AND ASSESSMENT OF NEW STRUCTURES FOR PROPERTY TAX PURPOSES, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE A COUNTY GOVERNING BODY BY ORDINANCE TO REQUIRE THAT A NEW STRUCTURE BE LISTED BY THE FIRST DAY OF THE MONTH AFTER THE CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY IS ISSUED FOR THE STRUCTURE AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE TIMING OF PAYMENT OF TAXES DUE; TO REPEAL SECTION 12-37-680 RELATING TO A LOCAL COUNTY ORDINANCE ADOPTING THE SAME RULE; TO AMEND SECTION 12-45-75, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PAYMENT OF PROPERTY TAXES IN INSTALLMENTS, SO AS TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH A COUNTY MAY PROVIDE FOR THE PAYMENT OF PROPERTY TAXES IN INSTALLMENTS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 11-27-110, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO LEASE PURCHASE OR FINANCING AGREEMENTS SUBJECT TO CONSTITUTIONAL DEBT LIMITATIONS, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF A "FINANCING AGREEMENT" AND "REFINANCING AGREEMENT" TO INCLUDE CERTAIN SCHOOL DISTRICT OR POLITICAL SUBDIVISION CONTRACTS; AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH THE ABOVE PROVISIONS SHALL TAKE EFFECT. -ratified title

01/17/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-40
01/17/06 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-43
01/19/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.D.Smith, Bales, Lucas, Kirsh, Huggins, Brady, Hamilton
01/19/06 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Hayes
01/24/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McGee, Stewart
02/01/06 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: W.D.Smith
02/01/06 House Committee report: Majority favorable with amend., minority unfavorable Ways and Means HJ-3
02/01/06 House Special order, set for immediately after second reading special order consideration of H. 4450 (Under H. 4575) HJ-34
02/07/06Scrivener’s error corrected
02/08/06 House Amended HJ-59
02/08/06 House Read second time HJ-170
02/08/06 House Roll call Yeas-86 Nays-31 HJ-170
02/08/06 House Ordered to third reading with notice of amendments HJ-169
02/09/06 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-15
02/10/06Scrivener’s error corrected
02/14/06 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
02/14/06 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
03/30/06 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-6
03/30/06 Senate Special order, set for March 30, 2006 SJ-19
04/06/06 Senate Committee Amendment Substituted SJ-49
04/06/06 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-49
04/07/06Scrivener’s error corrected
04/11/06 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-28
04/12/06 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-19
04/13/06 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-16
04/18/06 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-25
04/19/06 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-9
04/20/06 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-37
05/02/06 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-10
05/03/06 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-11
05/04/06 Senate Amended SJ-36
05/04/06 Senate Read second time SJ-36
05/05/06Scrivener’s error corrected
05/08/06 Senate Amended SJ-29
05/09/06Scrivener’s error corrected
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, SO AS TO REFORM CERTAIN EMINENT DOMAIN PROCEDURES BY ADDING SECTION 4-9-32 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR PROCEDURES REQUIRED OF A COUNTY BEFORE IT MAY EXERCISE EMINENT DOMAIN; BY ADDING SECTIONS 28-2-65 AND 28-2-67 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE OWNER OF CONDEMNED PROPERTY HAS THE RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL TO REDEEM HIS PROPERTY IF THE CONDEMNING ENTITY DOES NOT USE THE PROPERTY FOR THE INTENDED PUBLIC USE OR IT CONTEMPLATES A SALE TO ANOTHER PARTY; BY ADDING SECTION 28-3-25 SO AS TO REQUIRE WRITTEN APPROVAL BEFORE CERTAIN “PUBLIC” BODIES MAY EXERCISE EMINENT DOMAIN; BY ADDING CHAPTER 4 TO TITLE 28 SO AS TO ENACT THE “JUST COMPENSATION FOR LAND USE RESTRICTIONS ACT” PROVIDING A PROCESS FOR CALCULATING AND OBTAINING JUST COMPENSATION WHEN A LAND USE REGULATION AFFECTS A LAND’S VALUE; BY ADDING SECTION 31-7-26 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE TAX INCREMENT FINANCING ACT (TIF) FOR COUNTIES DOES NOT APPLY TO AGRICULTURAL REAL PROPERTY; TO AMEND SECTION 4-9-30, RELATING TO A COUNTY’S AUTHORITY TO EXERCISE EMINENT DOMAIN, SO AS TO LIMIT THE EXERCISE OF EMINENT DOMAIN FOR SLUM CLEARANCE AND REDEVELOPMENT OF A BLIGHTED AREA BY A COUNTY; TO AMEND SECTION 5-7-50, RELATING TO A MUNICIPALITY’S AUTHORITY TO EXERCISE EMINENT DOMAIN, SO AS TO LIMIT THE EXERCISE OF EMINENT DOMAIN FOR SLUM CLEARANCE AND REDEVELOPMENT OF A BLIGHTED AREA AND TO PROVIDE REQUIRED PROCEDURES BEFORE THE EXERCISE; TO AMEND SECTION 28-3-30, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES OF EXERCISING EMINENT DOMAIN, SO AS TO DEFINE “BLIGHTED”, “JUST COMPENSATION”, AND “PUBLIC USE”; TO AMEND SECTIONS 28-3-20 AND 28-3-30, BOTH RELATING TO STATE AUTHORITIES WITH EMINENT DOMAIN POWER, SO AS TO SPECIFY PUBLIC ENTITIES OTHER THAN COUNTIES AND MUNICIPALITIES INCLUDING CERTAIN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING, THE STATE PORTS AUTHORITY, AND THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION; TO AMEND SECTION 31-7-30, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO TIF FOR COUNTIES, SO AS TO DEFINE “AGRICULTURAL REAL PROPERTY” AND “BLIGHTED”; BY ADDING SECTION 6-33-25, RELATING TO TIF FOR MUNICIPALITIES, SO AS TO EXCLUDE AGRICULTURAL REAL PROPERTY FROM ITS PROVISIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 6-33-30, RELATING TO TIF FOR MUNICIPALITIES, SO AS TO DEFINE “AGRICULTURAL REAL PROPERTY” AND “BLIGHTED”; BY ADDING SECTION 31-6-25, RELATING TO TIF FOR REDEVELOPMENT PROJECTS, SO AS TO EXCLUDE AGRICULTURAL REAL PROPERTY FROM ITS PROVISIONS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 31-6-30, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO TIF FOR REDEVELOPMENT PROJECTS, SO AS TO REDEFINE “AGRICULTURAL REAL PROPERTY” AND “BLIGHTED” AREAS.
A joint resolution to approve regulations of the commission on higher education, relating to life scholarship, sc hope scholarship, and palmetto fellow's scholarship appeals regulations, designated as regulation document number 3018, pursuant to the provisions of article 1, chapter 23, title 1 of the 1976 code - ratified title:
01/31/06 House introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without reference.
02/02/06 House debate adjourned until Tuesday, February 7, 2006.
02/07/06 House read second time.
02/06/06 House read third time and sent to senate.
02/09/06 Senate introduced and read first time.
02/09/06 Senate referred to committee on education.
03/09/06 Senate committee report: favorable education.
03/17/06 Senate read second time.
03/16/06 Senate read third time and enrolled.
03/23/06 Senate ratified r268.
03/24/06 Signed by governor.
03/23/06 Ratified.
03/16/06 Senate read third time and enrolled.
03/09/06 Senate committee report: favorable education.
03/15/06 Senate read second time.
03/08/06 Senate read third time and enrolled.
03/23/06 Senate ratified r268.
03/24/06 Signed by governor.
03/28/06 Copies available.
03/28/06 Effective date 03/24/06.
03/28/06 Effective date.
03/28/06 Copies available.
03/23/06 Senate ratification.
03/21/06 Senate ratified r268.
03/23/06 Signature of governor.
03/23/06 Ratified.
03/16/06 Senate read third time and enrolled.
03/09/06 Senate committee report: favorable education.
03/15/06 Senate read second time.
03/21/06 Senate ratified r268.
03/22/06 Senate passed by senate.
02/21/06 Senate referred to committee on education.
02/14/06 House introduced.
02/14/06 House referred to committee on invasions and memorial resolutions.
02/16/06 House committee report: favorable invasions and memorial resolutions.
04/11/06 Senate committee report: favorable education.
04/12/06 Senate amended sj-17.
04/13/06 Scrivener's error corrected.
04/20/06 Senate conference report adopted.
05/03/06 Senate return to house with amendments.
05/03/06 Senate return to house with amendments.
05/18/06 Senate non-concurrence in house amendment.
05/23/06 House house insists upon amendment.
05/24/06 Senate conference committee appointed.
05/31/06 Senate conference report adopted.

A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH A COMMITTEE TO STUDY ALL EARMARKED AND RESTRICTED ACCOUNTS OF THE STATE, TO PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP AND DUTIES, TO REQUIRE THE COMMITTEE TO MAKE A REPORT OF ITS FINDINGS WITH RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AND TO PROVIDE FOR ITS DISSOLUTION.

02/15/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
02/15/06 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-9
04/06/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mitchell
02/15/06 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-36
04/06/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mitchell
02/15/06 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-9
02/23/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
02/23/06 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-4

H 4662 (Patd # 0421) General Bill, By White, Cooper, Leach, Martin, Sandifer and Skelton

Similar (S 1218)

AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 1377 OF 1968, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF STATE CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT BONDS, SO AS TO REVISE, REALLOCATE, AND RENAME CERTAIN BOND AUTHORIZATIONS FOR CLEMSON UNIVERSITY. - ratified title

02/15/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-36
02/15/06 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-36
04/06/06 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and Means HJ-10
04/21/06 House Scrivener’s error corrected
04/26/06 House Amended HJ-36
04/26/06 House Read second time HJ-37
04/27/06 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
04/27/06 Senate Scrivener’s error corrected
04/27/06 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-24
04/27/06 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-24

H 4709 General Bill, By Coleman

A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 11-35-57 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE STATE OR A GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY FROM ACCEPTING A PROPOSAL, GOODS, OR SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH A PROJECT FROM A PERSON OR ENTITY WHO CONSULTED ON OR CONDUCTED A STUDY OF THAT PROJECT.

02/23/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
02/23/06 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-4

H 4743 General Bill, By Clark, Cotty, Pinson, Witherspoon, Parks, Martin, Moody-Lawrence, Brady, J. Brown, Emory, Herberskman, J. Hines, Hodges, Hosey, Jefferson and Rivers

A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 8-11-137 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE MILEAGE REIMBURSEMENT ALLOWED A STATE EMPLOYEE USING THE EMPLOYEE’S PERSONAL VEHICLE WHILE ON OFFICIAL BUSINESS MUST NOT BE LESS THAN THE STANDARD BUSINESS MILEAGE RATE ESTABLISHED BY THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE AND TO PROVIDE THE MANNER IN WHICH THIS REIMBURSEMENT APPLIES AND EXCEPTIONS TO THIS REIMBURSEMENT.

03/02/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
03/02/06 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-7

H 4774 General Bill, By Goyan, Scott, Hosey, Haley, Moody-Lawrence, Whipper, Clark, Allen, Ballentine, Battle, Bowers, Brady, Branhman, R. Brown, Cato, Clemmons, Clyburn, Hashkins, Hodges, Jefferson, Leach, Littlejohn, Mack, Martin, McLeod, Neilson, Perry, Rice, Sinclair, G.M. Smith and Townsend

A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 59-101-440 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ALL DEGREE-SEEKING STUDENTS IN PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING SHALL PASS A CLASS IN FINANCIAL LITERACY INSTRUCTION BEFORE OBTAINING A DEGREE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION IN COOPERATION WITH THE PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS SHALL DEVELOP GUIDELINES FOR THE DESIRED COURSE CONTENT AND REQUIREMENTS, TO PROVIDE THAT INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING SHALL ENSURE THAT ALL DEGREE-SEEKING STUDENTS RECEIVE FINANCIAL LITERACY INSTRUCTION, AND TO PROVIDE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.

03/08/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
03/08/06 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works HJ-5

H 4810 (Patd # 0432) General Bill, By House Ways and Means

AN ACT TO MAKE APPROPRIATIONS AND TO PROVIDE REVENUES TO MEET THE ORDINARY EXPENSES OF STATE GOVERNMENT FOR FISCAL YEAR BEGINNING JULY 1, 2006; TO REGULATE THE EXPENDITURE OF SUCH FUNDS; AND TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE OPERATION OF STATE GOVERNMENT DURING THE FISCAL YEAR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES. - ratified title

03/21/06 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without reference HJ-4
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS

H 4846 General Bill, By Vaughn, Owens, Loftis, Walker, Mahaffey, Davenport, Leach, Bales, Cotty, Merrill, Bannister, Bingham, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Cooper, Hamilton, Hardwick, Hiott, Limehouse, Littlejohn, Martin, Neilson, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Simrill, D.C. Smith, G.R. Smith, Townsend and Witherspoon


03/15/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-110
03/15/06 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works HJ-110

H 4929 General Bill, By Haley, Ballentine, Bannister, Hodges, Clyburn, Agnew, Bales, Battle, Brady, Breeland, J. Brown, Clemmons, Davenport, Funderburk, J. Hines, Huggins, Jefferson, Mack, Mitchell, Sinclair, Vaughn and Witherspoon

A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 44-29-185 SO AS TO REQUIRE PUBLIC OR PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING TO PROVIDE IMMUNIZATION INFORMATION TO EACH STUDENT UPON ENTRY TO THE INSTITUTION; TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE CONTENT OF THE INFORMATION THAT MUST BE PROVIDED; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THESE INSTITUTIONS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO PROVIDE THE VACCINATIONS; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 59-101-290, RELATING TO REQUIRE PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING TO PROVIDE INCOMING STUDENTS WITH INFORMATION ON MENINGOCOCCAL DISEASE AND HEPATITIS B.

03/30/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-35
03/30/06 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works HJ-35

H 4972 General Bill, By Cato

Similar (S 0393, H 3801)

A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING CHAPTER 8 TO TITLE 41 SO AS TO ENACT THE “WORKER’S RIGHT TO KNOW ACT”, TO PROVIDE MEMBERS OF LABOR ORGANIZATIONS EMPLOYED BY PUBLIC AGENCIES WITH INFORMATION CONCERNING MEMBERSHIP IN LABOR ORGANIZATIONS THROUGH COMPREHENSIVE DISCLOSURE OF LABOR ORGANIZATION FINANCES, TO PROVIDE FOR THE PROTECTION OF A WORKER’S FREEDOM OF SPEECH, ASSEMBLY, AND OTHER RIGHTS, AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS.

04/06/06 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
04/06/06 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry HJ-7


A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-5010, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN CONNECTION WITH MINORITY BUSINESS ASSISTANCE, SO AS TO DEFINE “SECTION 3 RESIDENTS”; AND TO AMEND TITLE 11, CHAPTER 35, ARTICLE 21, SUBARTICLE 3, RELATING TO ASSISTANCE TO MINORITY BUSINESSES, SO AS TO CHANGE REFERENCES FROM “THE STATE” TO “A GOVERNMENTAL BODY”, WHICH INCLUDES THE STATE AND ITS AGENCIES AS WELL AS LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL BODIES, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A MINORITY BUSINESS UTILIZATION PLAN DEVELOPED BY A GOVERNMENTAL BODY MUST INCLUDE A GOAL OF TEN PERCENT OF EXPENDED MONIES BEING SPENT WITH MINORITY BUSINESSES UNLESS A LESSER GOAL IS JUSTIFIED BY STATED CRITERIA.

04/06/06 House Introduced and first time HJ-48
04/06/06 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry HJ-48


A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR TO THE PLAYERS, COACHES, AND UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA MEN’S BASKETBALL TEAM TO RECOGNIZE THEM FOR WINNING COLLEGE BASKETBALL’S NATIONAL INVITATIONAL TOURNAMENT, ON A DATE AND AT A TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER.

04/18/06 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9


A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION CONGRATULATING THE GAMECOCKS MEN’S BASKETBALL TEAM OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA ON WINNING ITS SECOND NATIONAL INVITATIONAL TOURNAMENT CHAMPIONSHIP AND ON BECOMING ONLY THE SECOND TEAM IN HISTORY TO WIN BACK-TO-BACK NATIONAL INVITATIONAL TOURNAMENT TITLES.

04/19/06 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-49

H 5057 General Bill, By Ceips, Cato, Harrison, Cooper, Martin, Altman, Ott, Rivers, Sandifer, Scarborough and E.H. Pitts

A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING ARTICLE 13 TO CHAPTER 11, TITLE 8 SO AS TO ENACT THE ILLEGAL ALIENS AND PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT ACT, TO REQUIRE PUBLIC EMPLOYERS OF THE STATE TO REGISTER AND PARTICIPATE IN THE FEDERAL WORK AUTHORIZATION PROGRAM, AND TO PROHIBIT PUBLIC EMPLOYERS OF THE STATE FROM ENTERING INTO CONTRACTS FOR SERVICES UNLESS THE CONTRACTORS AND SUBCONTRACTORS COMPLY WITH THE FEDERAL WORK AUTHORIZATION PROGRAM VERIFYING INFORMATION ON ALL NEW EMPLOYEES.
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION 
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS

04/26/06 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without reference HJ-4
04/27/06 Scrivener’s error corrected
05/03/06 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
05/03/06 House Requests for debate-Rep(s): Tripp, Hagood, Hayes, White, Cooper, Rice, J Brown, Scott, Hosey, Ott, Cobb-Hunter, Mack, Clyburn, Altman, Merrill, Cato, Rhoad, Moody-Lawrence, Scarborough, R Brown, Whipper, FN Smith, Anderson, Coates, Herbkersman, and Jefferson HJ-26
05/04/06 House Read second time HJ-122
05/04/06 House Roll call Yeas-84 Nays-18 HJ-123
05/04/06 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative day HJ-123
05/05/06 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
05/08/06 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-24
05/08/06 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-24
05/08/06 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Ritchie (ch), Elliott, Hutto, Cleary, Williams
05/24/06 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary SJ-25
05/25/06 Scrivener’s error corrected

H 5097 Concurrent Resolution, By Herbkersman, Cobb-Hunter, Merrill, Harrell, Bingham, Rivers, Bowers, Chalk, Hodges, Witherspoon, Hardwick, Harrison, Haley, McLeod, Bales, Brady, Ceips, Clark, Clemmons, Clyburn, Emory, Frye, Funderburk, Hosey, Huggins, Jefferson, J.M. Neal, Neilson, E.H. Pitts and Umphlett
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND PAY TRIBUTE TO COACH JIM CARLEN OF BEAUFORT COUNTY FOR HIS OUTSTANDING CAREER AS A COLLEGE FOOTBALL COACH AND HIS SERVICE AS THE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR AND HEAD FOOTBALL COACH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
05/04/06 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-90
05/04/06 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-10

H 5225 Joint Resolution, By Harrell and Cooper
05/24/06 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without reference HJ-9
05/25/06 House Read second time HJ-22
05/25/06 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative day HJ-104
05/26/06 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
05/30/06 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
05/30/06 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-10

H 5097 Concurrent Resolution, By Herbkersman, Cobb-Hunter, Merrill, Harrell, Bingham, Rivers, Bowers, Chalk, Hodges, Witherspoon, Hardwick, Harrison, Haley, McLeod, Bales, Brady, Ceips, Clark, Clemmons, Clyburn, Emory, Frye, Funderburk, Hosey, Huggins, Jefferson, J.M. Neal, Neilson, E.H. Pitts and Umphlett
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND PAY TRIBUTE TO COACH JIM CARLEN OF BEAUFORT COUNTY FOR HIS OUTSTANDING CAREER AS A COLLEGE FOOTBALL COACH AND HIS SERVICE AS THE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR AND HEAD FOOTBALL COACH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
05/04/06 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-90
05/04/06 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-10

H 5225 Joint Resolution, By Harrell and Cooper
05/24/06 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without reference HJ-9
05/25/06 House Read second time HJ-22
05/25/06 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative day HJ-104
05/26/06 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
05/30/06 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
05/30/06 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-10
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### SPECIAL LIST – Session 116 (2005–2006)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Bills</th>
<th>Joint Resolutions</th>
<th>Concurrent Resolutions</th>
<th>Resolutions</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Passed</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>